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Skippy Dies
by

Paul Murray

As promised, fourteen-year-old Daniel “Skippy” Juster dies
in the opening scene of Paul Murray’s tragicomic masterwork. But much remains to be seen in the ensuing chapters.
Who is responsible for his demise? And why does he die
ISBN: 978-0-86547-861-9 / 672 pages
such a weird death, gasping for air on the floor of a doughnut shop without having eaten any doughnuts? And what
are we to make of his final message, written on the floor in syrupy raspberry filling: “TELL LORI”?
Set in Dublin at the Seabrook College for boys, Skippy Dies combines the visceral power of David
Foster Wallace’s Infinite Jest with the raw anxieties of life in the twenty-first century. The result
is a dazzling and uproarious novel in which nearly all the characters are at odds with one another
(and with themselves) as they walk the line between fantasy and reality, spectacular deception and
jaw-dropping revelation. While a ruthless Acting Principal (“the Automator”) tries to dissolve the
school’s affiliation with the Holy Paraclete Fathers, faculty and students alike revel in unholy obsessions. For the teenage drug dealer Carl, it’s porn, laced with his borderline psychotic fantasies. For
the pudgy young genius Ruprecht, it’s a quest to open a portal to a parallel universe. Unable to get
his students to understand the magnitude of the Great War, the history teacher Howard Fallon spends
equal time trying to get it on with his sexy colleague Aurelie. For Eoin “MC Sexecutioner” Flynn,
life is an endless hip-hop soundtrack. As for Skippy, with a distracted father and a cancer-stricken
mother, he simply dreams of a day when no one harasses him anymore. There’s not enough Ritalin
in the world to bring normalcy to Seabrook, but then again, normalcy is all relative within those
historic walls.
Hailed by The New Yorker as an author who “gets away with just about everything,” Paul Murray
reinvents adolescence, adulthood, and storytelling itself in Skippy Dies. We hope the following questions will help your book club survive the exhilarating ride.
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Questions AND TOPICS for Discussion
1. What were your initial theories about why Skippy died?

2. Why can’t Howard be happy with Halley? Is his obsession with Aurelie any different from
Skippy’s obsession with Lori?
3. Who are the heroes and villains in this novel? Is the bad behavior due to bad parenting, high testosterone levels, materialism, lack of belief in a difficult God? Other factors?
4. How does Seabrook compare with your high school? Which characters most closely resemble
you and your circle of friends?
5. What do the novel’s priests have to say about the nature of the suffering they see at Seabrook? Do
they defy or fit the stereotype of prep-school priests?
6. When Carl’s parents fight loudly (David versus jealous mother Lucia), what do you think they’re
teaching him about love? How do they manage to stay so clueless about their son?
7. With his emphasis on marketing, branding, and public relations, does the Automator (Greg Costigan) reflect a typical trend in education today?
8. Would the novel have been as interesting if it had been set at the all-girl’s school St. Brigid’s? Are
teenage girls as destructive as teenage boys?
9. Howard tells the Automator that Skippy earned his nickname because he has buck teeth, which
cause him to make a kangaroo-like noise when he speaks. What makes Skippy an easy target?
Are those who pick on him (including Father Green, badgering Skippy about obscenity in front
of the whole French class) sadistic?
10. Google “M-theory.” What do the articles seem to say about the search for order in the universe,
even before the Big Bang? Why is it an ideal theory for Ruprecht’s obsession, and for this novel?
11. Part I closes with a blend of Professor Tamashi’s interview on the eleventh dimension and scenes
from Skippy’s “seduction” by Lori. What does it take to give and get love in Skippy Dies? What
do those scenes say about the reality that love creates? What does the novel say about the reality
that drugs create?
12. Lori’s father, Gavin Wakeham, is an alumnus of Seabrook, and he is eager to share with Skippy
his recollections of the faculty (which included a fondler, alumni who returned to their alma
mater to teach when other opportunities didn’t work out, and the perennially socially conscious
Father Green). What impressions did the school make on Mr. Wakeham? What impressions will
it leave on Skippy’s class?
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13. Discuss Ruprecht’s quartet and the musical performance he links to communicating with the
dead. Is it a step forward or backward for him, mentally?
14. Which came first: Carl’s drug use or his obsession with power and violent sex? When he became
haunted by Dead Boy, did you think he was seeing a hallucination or a ghost? Reread his explosive closing scene. Is he a Demon, or the victim of one?
15. After Skippy’s funeral, his father tells Howard that Skippy’s great-grandfather served in Gallipoli. Does Skippy’s generation lack valor?
16. Howard and Father Green are appalled to see the Automator defend Coach Roche. Is Tom worthy of defense?
17. Ultimately, who is to blame for Skippy’s death?
18. Discuss part IV, “Afterland.” Is Greg’s message a victory letter? Did he get everything he
wanted?

SKIPPY DIES Makes the grade with critics
“Extravagantly entertaining . . . One of the great pleasures of this novel is how confidently [Paul
Murray] addresses such disparate topics as quantum physics, video games, early-twentieth-century
mysticism, celebrity infatuation, drug dealing, Irish folklore and pornography.” —Dan Kois, The
New York Times Book Review
“Murray’s humor and inventiveness never flag . . . Skippy Dies leaves you feeling hopeful and hungry for life.” —Jeff Giles, Entertainment Weekly (grade: A)
“Dazzling . . . It’s the Moby-Dick of Irish prep schools . . . In short, it’s like childhood. In shorter,
like life.” —Jess Walter, The Washington Post (a pick for Best Fiction of 2010)
“Funny, tragic, thoroughly captivating . . . One of the most enjoyable books of the year.” —Michael
Berry, San Francisco Chronicle
“Skippy is so desperately, painfully alive that you hope the mere act of reading about him will save
him . . . A virtuosic display you’d expect from a writer with the confidence to kill off his title character in the title.” —Radhika Jones, Time
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About the Author

Born in 1975, Paul Murray studied English literature at Trinity College in Dublin and creative
writing at the University of East Anglia. His first novel, An Evening of Long Goodbyes, was shortlisted for the Whitbread First Novel Award in 2003 and was nominated for the Kerry Irish Fiction
Award. Skippy Dies was long-listed for the Man Booker Prize and was a finalist for the National
Book Critics Circle Award.
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